91.305 Assignment 2: 68HC11 Boot Lab

ASSIGNMENT 2:

68HC11 Boot Lab

Introduction
In this assignment, you will:
• construct a 68HC11 system on your breadboard, and use the serial port of a computer to load
programs into it.
• load a known-working program into the HC11 to verify that your wiring setup and serial line
configuration is working.
• modify and write new programs for the HC11 and use your setup to load them into the HC11 for
testing and debugging.
Longer Introduction
More specifically, here’s what will be involved. You can use this section as a reference when you
get going.
1. Software install—the tools for getting code onto the HC11 are written in Java. So the first order
of business is to get the Java runtime (and serial port drivers) onto your machine.
• download Java 1.1.8 system
• install javax.comm extensions
Detailed instruction for this are on the course web site (javasetup).
2. Hardware—First will be building the HC11 circuit, and downloading a known working program
into it. The test program uses the HC11 to generate a square wave “beep” tone.
• build the circuit
• run the test download: java BeepTest COM1
3. Development setup—next you need the tools to assemble HC11 source code into object
code, and then load that object code onto the HC11.
• download 68HC11 assembler: as6811.exe
• assemble the test program: as6811 -ol beep.s
• download the test program object code into the HC11:
java HC11EELoader beep COM1 [gets it running on your board]
4. Assignment A—the first coding challenge is to read the state of a switch and use it to control an
LED.
• connect wire from port A, bit 0 (pin 8) to sw1
• connect wire from port A, bit 6 (pin 2) to led1
• modify starter file ledsw.s so that when sw1 is 1, led1 turns on
(as6811 -ol ledsw.s; java HC11EELoader ledsw COM1)
5. Assignment B—the other coding challenge is to control the beeping with the switch.
11. modify beepsw.s so that it beeps when sw1 is pressed and not when it's released
(as6811 -ol beepsw.s; java HC11EELoader beepsw COM1)
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SOFTWARE INSTALL
From the course web site, visit the page
http://www.cs.uml.edu/~fredm/courses/91.305-fall04/javasetup.shtml

This page explains how to download and configure Java for use with the HC11.
Go as far as the point where you run the BeepTest program to discover the serial ports, and get
that working. The program should find COM1 and/or COM2 (or ports with different names if you
are running on an OS other than Windows).
HARDWARE SETUP
This section explains how to build the circuit. Please also refer to the color photo of the fully built
system.
The Breadboard
The diagram below illustrates a piece of the solderless breadboard used to build circuits. Each of
the four columns is fully connected from top to bottom. Each short row of five holes is connected.
Integrated circuits may be pressed down into the breadboard, straddling the groups of 5.
To make a connection, strip about 1/4” off both ends of a wire, and insert it down into the holes.

+ red
– blue

+ red
– blue

Note: please use the wire provided or other 22 gauge wire. Do not use wire thicker than 22
gauge (20 or less) because it will damage the breadboard.

<-please forgive the lousy diagram;
these should all be round circles
Hardware Setup: Power Wiring
The first order of business is to set up the power (+5v) and ground (0v) busses.
As a convention, please use red wires for +5v and black wires for ground. Of course, the
electrons don’t care what color wire they are travelling on, but red=+5 and black=gnd is a
community standard and it makes it a lot easier to see what’s going on in your circuit.
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black

Your breadboard should have a pair of power lines on either edge (2 pairs total). The lines in red
should be used for +5v and the lines in black or blue should be used for ground.
Use a red wire to connect from any of the 305DEV board’s four +5 outputs to the left-side red
column. Then jumper from this red column to the right-side red one.
Next use black wire to jumper from the 305DEV board’s ground to the left-side blue/black column,
and jumper to the right-side blue/black one.

Finally, insert one 0.1µF capacitor (they’re marked “104”) into each power-ground bus. The
diagram above illustrates this. The purpose of these capacitors is to smooth out fluctuations in the
power supply, making sure the HC11 operates properly.
Now, you’ve got +5v from either red column, and ground at either blue/black one.
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Insert the 68HC11
The diagram below show the 68HC11. Note the scoop-shaped cut along the top edge. To the
left of it is pin 1; to the right of it is pin 48. Also, on the chip itself, there is a dot next to pin 1.
Insert the HC11 into the breadboard midway down, so that pin 1 is along the row numbered 20.
Arrange it so that there are 2 holes available along the left column of HC11 pins, and 3 holes
available on the right side.
Please do it carefully. You don’t want any pins bending and breaking off because you were in
a rush.
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Hardware Setup: HC11 Wiring
The drawing below shows how the 68HC11 chip should be wired. Here are a few notes of
interest:
• Power is applied via Vdd (pin 48); ground is applied at Vss (pin 23). Use red wires for
power and black for ground.
• The pins ~RESET, ~XIRQ, and ~IRQ must all be tied high. (That is, connected to +5v.)
• The analog input references should be connected: VRL to ground, and VRH to +5v.
• The MODA (pin 25) and MODB (pin 24) lines must be tied to ground. This put the HC11
into the serial bootstrap mode when it is powered on or reset.
• There is a 1K pullup resistor on the HC11’s TxD output. This is necessary because when
the HC11 starts up in bootstrap, the pin can only assert ground, and must be pulled high to
produce a logic one (“wired OR mode”).
• This TxD output goes to two places: The 305DEV board’s xmt input, and the 305DEV
board’s LED8. Please see the wiring photograph for guidance.
• Please observe the following notes on the ceramic resonator:
• The ceramic resonator has 3 pins, and is connected to the XTAL, EXTAL, and
ground.
• Mount the resonator near to the XTAL and EXTAL lines, and keep all wires
to the resonator as short as possible.
• The outer two pins of the resonator go to XTAL and EXTAL (either way—there’s no
polarity).
• Wire the center pin of the resonator directly to Vss (ground) of the
microprocessor. Then run a wire from the processor Vss to the ground bus.
• You must add a 10K resistor in parallel with the outer two pins of the resonator to get
the oscillation frequency to stabilize.
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68HC11 WIRING DIAGRAM

All set? OK, now we’ll try to talk to the HC11 from the serial line!
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BOOT YOUR 68HC11
When run, the BeepTest program puts a program into the 68HC11E's 512 bytes of internal
memory using the chip's bootstrap download feature.
The distribution version of the file installs program that creates a beep on bit 4 of the Port A
register (pin 4 of the HC11).
Now we are ready to download this program to the 68HC11.
OK, you've got a valid serial port, probably COM1 or COM2 since you're on a PC. Plug your
assembled 68HC11 system into the serial port using your DB9 cable.
Type at the MS-DOS prompt:
java BeepTest COM1

replacing COM1 with whichever serial port you are using, of course.
The program should prompt you to turn on the HC11, and check that LED8, which should be
hooked up to the 6811's TxD, is off. This indicates that the 6811 is correctly in the bootstrap mode
(power on but TxD LED off).
Press Return, and the LED8 HC11 TxD indicator will flash as the 6811 replies to the host
computer while the bootstrap download is happening.
When the flashing is done and the BeepTest program has finished, you should hear a loud clear
beep coming from the piezo on the 305DEV board! A square wave is being generated by the
HC11 and the piezo is transducing it into sound.
If all this works, congratulations! Your 68HC11 system is up and running.
If you get an odd Java error that causes the program to crash before it gets any work
done, try disconnecting the wire that goes to the 305DEV board’s xmt input. Then try
again.
If it then works, then later (when downloading to the HC11’s EEPROM),you’ll have to
leave this wire disconnected until you are prompted to put it back.

If you don't get the beep, check your wiring and then come to lab. We have more
advanced tools for debugging the set-up.
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DEVELOPMENT SETUP
The BeepTest program loads and runs from the HC11’s internal RAM, so once the chip is
powered down, the program is lost. Here, we’ll learn how to assemble and download programs
into the HC11’s internal EEPROM. This memory is persistent through power-cycles and is only
erased when it is overwritten.
The steps are:
• Download the HC11 assembler program, as6811
• Assemble beep.s test program
• Download the resulting beep.rel object file to the HC11
From the course web site, download both the hc11-bootlab.zip project files and the as6811.exe
assembler. You’ll be working from a command prompt in the hc11-bootlab directory, so it would
make sense to put the as6811 executable there.
The beep.s Test Program
Take a look at the beep.s test program:
;;; beep.s
;;; toggles Port A4 with delay loops between each toggle,
;;; creating an oscillation in the audible range.
.area SYS (ABS)
.org 0xb600
clra
ldab 0x1000
orab #0x10
stab 0x1000
declp1: deca
bne declp1
ldab 0x1000
andb #0xef
stab 0x1000
declp2: deca
bne declp2
bra loop
loop:

After the comments at the beginning of the file, the .area directive tells the assembler that this is
system code that is located at an absolute address in the HC11’s memory. The .org command
tells it where: address 0xb600. This is the beginning of the HC11’s EEPROM program memory.
So, when the assembler creates object code, that object code will be targeted beginning at
address 0xb600.
The program itself causes an oscillation by setting and clearing bit 4 (the 0x10 bit) of PORTA
(which is at address 0x1000 of the HC11). The block of code
loop:

ldab 0x1000
orab #0x10
stab 0x1000
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reads PORTA into register B, and then ORs it with the immediate value 0x10. This sets bit 4.
Then register B is stored by to PORTA, thus causing the physical pin PORTA bit 4 to go high.
The next chunk of code causes a delay:
declp1: deca
bne declp1

The A register is decremented, and if it’s not zero (BNE) then it’s decremented again. Since the A
register is an 8-bit register, it will take 256 times to decrement it from 0 to 255 to 254 etc. and down
to 0 again.
The next chunk of code clears the bit of PORTA that was set earlier:
ldab 0x1000
andb #0xef
stab 0x1000

Here, the PORTA value is AND’ed with 0xef, which in binary is 11101111. Thus bit 4 is forced to
be a 0 while the other 7 bits are left unchanged.
The program concludes with another delay block and then branching to the beginning to repeat the
process all over again.
Assembling beep.s
Let’s assemble this file now. Type at the command prompt:
as6811

-ol

beep.s

This invokes the assembler and tells it to make an object file (-o), which has a suffix of .rel, as well
as a listing file (-l), which has a suffix of .lst.
The Listing File
Check out the resulting listing file:
1 ;;; beep.s
2 ;;; toggles Port A4 with delay loops between eac
h toggle,
3 ;;; creating an oscillation in the audible range
.

B600
B600
B601
B604
B606
B609
B60A

4F
F6
CA
F7
4A
26

10 00
10
10 00
FD

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

.area SYS (ABS)
.org 0xb600
clra
ldab 0x1000
orab #0x10
stab 0x1000
declp1: deca
bne declp1
loop:
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B60C
B60F
B611
B614
B615
B617

F6
C4
F7
4A
26
20

10 00
EF
10 00

14
ldab 0x1000
15
andb #0xef
16
stab 0x1000
17 declp2: deca
18
bne declp2
19
bra loop

FD
E8

Notice all the new information in the listing.
The first column, starting with B600, shows where the code is targeted in memory.
The second column area shows the actual machine code for each instruction.
For example, on line 9, the instruction is ldab 0x1000 and the machine code for this is F6 10 00.
Thus “F6” is the opcode for LDAB, and 10 00 is the address from which register B is loaded
(address 0x1000, which is the hardware PORTA register).

If your program is not working, it’s a really good idea to look at the listing file and make
sure the assembler is doing what you want it to.
Downloading beep.rel into the HC11
The assembler also produced a file with a .rel suffix. This file contains just the bytes and where
they should go. Here it is:
XH2
H 2 areas 1 global symbols
S .__.ABS. Def0000
A _CODE size 0 flags 0
A SYS size FFFFB619 flags C
T B6 00
R 00 00 00 01
T B6 00 4F F6 10 00 CA 10 F7 10 00 4A 26 FD F6
R 00 00 00 01
T B6 0D 10 00 C4 EF F7 10 00 4A 26 FD 20 E8
R 00 00 00 01

Notice the lines beginning with a “T,” for target. These lines contain 2 bytes of absolute address,
followed by the data that go there. The first T line has no data, but the second and third ones have
the assembled code we saw in the listing file.
The Java program HC11EELoader is used to install one of the .rel files into the HC11’s internal
EEPROM.
Try it now to download the beep program:
java

HC11EELoader

beep

COM1

The program assumes a .rel suffix for beep, so you don’t have to type it.
The program will prompt you through turning on the HC11 at the right time. Also, if you had to
disconnect the xmt wire earlier the program will prompt you to put it back in.
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If everything works, you’ll see a console transcript like this:
Opened serial port COM1 at 1200 baud.
Read 251 bytes of code from file eeboot20.rel
Preparing to load talker into RAM.
Turn on HC11 and make sure TxD/LED8 is *off*.
Then press <ENTER> to continue...
Writing HC11 talker to serial line...
Done loading talker.
TxD/LED8 should be full on now..
Opened serial port COM1 at 9600 baud.
Connect HC11 TxD wire and press <ENTER> to continue...
Synchronizing with board.... OK.
Checking that HC11 CONFIG register is 0x0d...OK.
Starting to load the EEPROM addresses...
Addr b600: loading 13 bytes.
Addr b60d: loading 12 bytes.
File download succeeded!

At this point, the beep code is in the HC11. Now we just have to get it to run.
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Running Code That’s Loaded into the HC11
To get the HC11 to run the code in its EEPROM, its TxD and RxD pins must be jumpered
together. Get a short piece of wire and bend it into a U-shape, and then plug it into the open
breadboard holes,connecting TxD (HC11 pin 43) and RxD (HC11 pin 42). See diagram below.

You must use the following sequence to get the HC11 to run the downloaded code:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Unplug the serial cable going to the PC.
Turn the board off.
Turn the board on.
Insert the jumper.

Try this. Your board should beep! The HC11 is now running the program loaded into its
memory.
Note—to download new code—you MUST REMOVE THE JUMPER!
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PROBLEM A—Get a switch to control an LED.
Your task is to have bit 0 of PORTA (which is an input) control the state of bit 6 of PORTA (which
is an output).
Set up your hardware by running two wires:
1. From the UML305 dev board SW4 output to pin 8 of the HC11. This is the PORTA, bit 0
digital input.
2. From the UML305 dev board LED1 input to pin 2 of the HC11. This is the PORTA, bit 6
digital output.
In the hc11-bootlab code distribution, there is a file named ledsw.s. It contains the following:
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;

ledsw.s
create a program that tests bit 0 of PORTA:
--> if it's 0, then it should clear bit 6 of PORTA
--> otherwise, it should set bit 6 of PORTA
then the program should loop endlessly doing this.

.area SYS (ABS)
.org 0xb600
loop:

setit:

ldab 0x1000
andb #1
beq clearit
ldab 0x1000
orab #0x40
stab 0x1000
bra loop

;;; you do the rest!
clearit:

To finish the problem, you need to write the code that will clear the bit 6. Then you need to go
through the assemble-download-run sequence that was done earlier for the beep example.
When it’s working, when you press SW4 on the 305DEV board, LED1 should light up. When
you release SW4, LED1 should go out.

Turn In: The listing file ledsw.lst (include your name in the comments).
Demo to TA: You must demonstrate to the TA either this program or the next one
working to receive credit for this assignment.
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PROBLEM B—Get a switch to the beeping.
Your task is to have bit 0 of PORTA (which is an input) control the beeping on bit 4 of PORTA
(which is an output).
Your hardware should already be set up from the previous problem. Use SW4 as the control
switch.
In the hc11-bootlab code distribution, there is a file named beepsw.s. It contains the following:
;;; beepsw.s
;;; toggles Port A4 with delay loops between each toggle,
;;; creating an oscillation in the audible range.
.area SYS (ABS)
.org 0xb600
;;; modify this program so it only beeps when bit 0 of PORTA
;;; is 1
clra
ldab 0x1000
orab #0x10
stab 0x1000
declp1: deca
bne declp1
ldab 0x1000
andb #0xef
stab 0x1000
declp2: deca
bne declp2
bra loop
loop:

To finish the problem, you need to write the insert code so that the beeping only occurs when bit 0
of PORTA is 1.

Turn In: The assembled listing file beepsw.lst (include your name in the comments).
Demo to TA: You must demonstrate to the TA either this program or the previous one
working to receive credit for this assignment.
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